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WE LIVE IN COMMUNITY
GALATIANS 6:1-10
! Every one of us is created to _______. We were not made to go through life
alone.
! When we preach Christ, He creates a new _________. And we don’t want to just
know about community as a theory; we want to know how to live it.
“It is impossible to be in Christ and not belong to others. A Christian, by definition, has a
connection with and a responsibility to other Christians. You cannot claim Christ and
avoid His people.” -- Sam Allberry

3 Ways We Live In Community:

1. ________ one another. (6:1)
Biblical community neither condones sin, nor merely condemns the sinner.
“Sin demands to have a man by himself. It withdraws him from the community. The
more isolated a person is, the more destructive will be the power of sin over him.”
-- Dietrich Bonhoeffer

2. _____ one another’s ________. (6:2-5)
Burden-bearing rarely fits neatly into our calendar. We often have to sacrifice to do it.
“God has willed that we should seek and find His living Word in the witness of a brother,
in the mouth of a man. The Christ in his own heart is weaker than the Christ in the word
of his brother; his own heart is uncertain, his brother’s is sure.” -- Dietrich Bonhoeffer

3. ______ with one another. (6:6-10)
We don’t participate in the Christian community simply for what we can get out of it, but
for how we can share and serve within it.
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WE LIVE IN COMMUNITY
GALATIANS 6:1-10
! Every one of us is created to CONNECT. We were not made to go through life
alone.
! When we preach Christ, He creates a new COMMUNITY. And we don’t want to just
know about community as a theory; we want to know how to live it.
“It is impossible to be in Christ and not belong to others. A Christian, by definition, has a
connection with and a responsibility to other Christians. You cannot claim Christ and
avoid His people.” -- Sam Allberry

3 Ways We Live In Community:

1. RESTORE one another. (6:1)
Biblical community neither condones sin, nor merely condemns the sinner.
“Sin demands to have a man by himself. It withdraws him from the community. The
more isolated a person is, the more destructive will be the power of sin over him.”
-- Dietrich Bonhoeffer

2. BEAR one another’s BURDENS. (6:2-5)
Burden-bearing rarely fits neatly into our calendar. We often have to sacrifice to do it.
“God has willed that we should seek and find His living Word in the witness of a brother,
in the mouth of a man. The Christ in his own heart is weaker than the Christ in the word
of his brother; his own heart is uncertain, his brother’s is sure.” -- Dietrich Bonhoeffer

3. SHARE with one another. (6:6-10)
We don’t participate in the Christian community simply for what we can get out of it, but
for how we can share and serve within it.

